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Abstract—We investigate the use of coded caching in the single-
cell downlink scenario where the receiving users are randomly
located inside the cell. We first show that, as a result of having
users that experience very different path-loss, the real gain of the
original coded caching scheme is severely reduced. We then prove
that the use of shared caches — which, we stress, is a compulsory
feature brought about by the subpacketization constraint in
nearly every practical setting — introduces a spatial-averaging
effect that allows us to recover most of the subpacketization-
constrained gains that coded caching would have yielded in the
error-free identical-link setting. For the ergodic-fading scenario
with different pathloss, we derive tight approximations of the
average (over the users) rate and of the coded caching gain by
means of a basic high-SNR approximation on the point-to-point
capacity. These derived expressions prove very accurate even for
low SNR. We also provide a result based on the regime of large
number of users which is nonetheless also valid for settings with
few users. These results are extensively validated using Monte-
Carlo simulations that adhere to 3GPP recommendations on
system parameters for urban micro or macro cells.

I. INTRODUCTION

Coded caching, first introduced in [1] by Maddah-Ali and
Niesen, is an effective method to improve both spectral
efficiency and network costs for content delivery. These
improvements stem from the fact that coded caching leverages
partially-shared information cached at the end users to create
substantive multicasting opportunities. The scenario considered
in [1] consisted of a transmitter with access to a library of
N files serving a set of K users through an error-free shared-
link Broadcast Channel. Each such receiving user has a local
memory (cache) of size equal to the size of M files, thus
being able to store a fraction γ , M

N of the library content.
The scheme in [1] (henceforth referred to as the MN scheme)
allowed the transmitter to serve Kγ + 1 users at a time, where
Kγ + 1 is referred to as the coded caching gain.

The work in [1] sparked interest in analyzing coded caching
in wireless settings, where one naturally needs to account
for feedback accuracy [2], [3], uneven channel capacities [4]–
[6], multi-antenna transmissions [7]–[10], cell-free configura-
tions [11], as well as a variety of other directions [12]–[16].

As of now, we know of two main constraints that severely
limit the performance of coded caching. The first one is referred
to as the finite file-size (or subpacketization) constraint, where,
under realistic assumptions on γ and K, the file sizes (or
subpacketization) required by caching schemes can dwarf any
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realistic file sizes that we encounter in wireless use-cases. Let
us refer to the specific content stored at a user as the cache state
of that user, and denote the number of distinct cache states by Λ.
Under realistic assumptions, all known top-performing coded
caching schemes require file sizes that grow exponentially
or near-exponentially with Λ [17]–[19]. This constraint will
realistically force a Λ that can be orders of magnitude smaller
than K, thus forcing (when the MN scheme is applied over
the original error-free scenario with identical link capacities) a
nominal caching gain that falls from the original Kγ+1 down
to a much reduced gain of Λγ+1.

The other main challenge, often referred to as the “worst-user
bottleneck” [20], is brought about by the fact that multicast
transmissions must always be limited by the rate of the
worst-channel user [21]. The severity of this constraint was
investigated in various works such as [22]–[26], where either
outage probability or user selection are allowed to alleviate
this worst-user effect, as well as in [5], where channel capacity
knowledge is exploited during the cache-placement phase. The
recent work in [27], [28] analyzed this worst-user effect under
the assumption of finite file sizes and Λ < K. The authors
developed the so-called Aggregated Coded Caching (ACC)
scheme, which recovered most of the gains of coded caching
without any user selection technique, effectively removing the
worst-user constraint for large enough K. The scheme exploits
that the same cache state is stored at several users [29] and uses
a multi-rate scheme that replaces XOR-based transmissions.

A similar effect can be found in the realistic ergodic fading
scenario considered here, where each user experiences a
different long-term path-loss. This near-far effect, which indeed
persists even in the presence of fast-fading, has been nicely
analyzed in [11], [30], which focused on cell-free scenarios
with multi-antenna receiving users, as well as in [31], where
inner and outer bounds were obtained for distributed networks
in which cache-aided nodes serve arbitrary demands.

Motivated by modern paradigms that consider dense net-
works of multimedia-demanding users [32], [33], our work
here investigates the setting where file-size constrained coded
caching is applied for cellular downlink. For this, we consider
the fast-fading single-cell scenario where the users are randomly
located within a ring around the transmitter. In this context, we
derive the affine approximation [34] of the average (over the
different users) rate, both for the standard MN scheme and for
the aforementioned ACC variant. This simple approximation,
while drawing from high-SNR simplifications, is here shown
to tightly characterize the performance even when considering



low-to-moderate SNR. We also provide additional large-K
analysis, which is nicely tailored to settings such as dense
urban cells. In these realistic dense settings, our analysis shows
how the ACC scheme—which considerably outperforms the
original MN scheme over symmetric Rayleigh channels [28]—
manages to maintain most of the nominal coded caching gains
that were originally associated to the error-free, identical-link
scenario. This is partly done by exploiting the unavoidable use
of shared cache states to neutralize the near-far effect.

Notations: For a positive integer n, we use the notation
[n] , {1, 2, · · · , n}. | · | denotes the cardinality for a set and
the magnitude for a complex number. The notation X ∼ Y
denotes the random variable X following the distribution Y .

II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. System Settings

We analyze a single-cell setting in which a single-antenna
transmitter has full access to a library F = {Wn}Nn=1 of
N files W1, . . . ,WN , each of size F bits. The transmitter
serves K cache-aided single-antenna users who are uniformly
distributed throughout a ring with inner radius D1 and outer
radius D2 surrounding the transmitter. Each user benefits from
a local cache that can store a fraction γ , M

N ∈ [0, 1] of
the library content. We consider the instantaneous SNR at an
arbitrary user Ui to be given by1

SNRi =
Pt

N0BwNfβfLc
|hi|2r−ηi , (1)

where Pt, N0, Bw, and η are the transmit power, the noise
density, the bandwidth, and the path-loss exponent, respectively.
In the above, hi corresponds to the fast-fading channel coeffi-
cient, drawn from a zero-mean unit-variance complex Gaussian
distribution, and ri is the distance in meters from user i to the
transmitter. In (1), βf is a path-loss component that depends
only on the carrier frequency (fGHz), while Nf denotes the
noise figure that measures the practical imperfections of the
receiver, and Lc represents a constant loss term accounting for
slow fading and other practical factors (rain, foliage, etc.). To
facilitate notation, we define ρ , Pt

N0BwNfβfLc
to incorporate

all the terms in SNRi other than the distance and the effect
of fast fading. As the users are uniformly distributed within a
ring, the probability density function (PDF) of ri is (cf. [36])

fri(r) =
2r

D2
2 −D2

1

, D1 ≤ r ≤ D2. (2)

Under basic Gaussian signalling assumptions, we consider that
a single-user transmission through a channel with instantaneous
SNR denoted by X can attain an ergodic rate of Eh{ln(1+X)}
when averaged over the fast-fading channel coefficients. We
will consider the average of such ergodic rate, averaged over
the users, or, more precisely, over the random user locations.
In this context, we will use Eh|r to denote the expectation over
fast-fading channels for a given location realization r which
remains fixed for the entire transmission, and we will use Er to
denote averaging over the user locations r. Hence, our average

1The channel model follows the propagation models defined by the Third
Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) [35].

rate metric corresponds to averaging Eh,r{·} , Er{Eh|r{·}},
i.e., averaging the ergodic capacities across user locations.

We consider the basic linear (with respect to ln ρ) approxi-
mation ln(1+x)≈ lnx on the capacity, obtained from the fact
that ln(1+x) = lnx+ o(1), where limx→∞ o(1) = 0.

Definition 1 (Affine approximation of average rate): The
average-rate affine approximation R̃ is defined as the maximum
long-term average achievable rate, averaged first over the fast-
fading coefficients and then over user locations, after applying
the linear2 approximation (with respect to lnx) ln(1+x) ≈ lnx.
Next, we define the effective coded caching gain.

Definition 2 (Effective coded caching gain): The effective
coded caching gain of a particular scheme is the ratio of the
average rate achieved by the said scheme over the average rate
attained by simple Time-Division Multiplexing (TDM).

B. Aggregated Coded Caching Scheme

Let Λ denote the number of cache states allowed by the
file-size constraint, where Λ ≤ K. For simplicity, we assume
that K is an integer multiple of Λ. In order to apply the MN
scheme in this scenario with finite file-size constraint, the same
cache state is stored in B , K/Λ users. Then, we apply the
MN scheme only over Λ users, each endowed with a different
cache state, and this must be repeated K

Λ times.3 Next, we
briefly describe the ACC scheme first introduced in [27], [28].

1) Cache Placement: The subpacketization follows as for
the MN scheme with Λ users: Each file Wn is split into

(
Λ

Λγ

)
equal-size subfiles as Wn→{W Tn :T ⊆ [Λ], |T |=Λγ}. Then,
Λ cache states are created such that the g-th cache state, g ∈ [Λ],
is given by Zg = {W Tn : T ⊆ [Λ], |T |= Λγ, T 3 g,∀n∈ [N ]}.
Users are evenly split into Λ groups, and all the B = K

Λ users
in group g∈ [Λ] cache the cache state Zg . We denote the b-th
user in the g-th group as Ug,b, where g∈ [Λ] and b∈ [B].

2) Delivery Phase: There are
(

Λ
Λγ+1

)
transmission stages.

At each transmission stage, a unique user-group set G of
|G| = Λγ+ 1 user groups (thus of B(Λγ+ 1) users) is served.
Throughout the transmission to a specific set G, the ACC
scheme serves Λγ + 1 users at a time, but it has two main
differences with respect to the MN scheme: i) The simultaneous
transmission to a given set of Λγ + 1 users does not depend
on the worst-channel user, and instead each user receives its
information at its single-link capacity,4 and ii) once one of the
Λγ + 1 users has finished decoding its subfile, the transmitter
can start transmitting to another user endowed with the same
cache state (i.e., from the same user-group g ∈ G) with no
delay, while continuing the transmission to the other Λγ users.

Consequently, for a given transmission stage, the average rate
achieved by group g ∈ G is given by 1

B

∑B
b=1 ln (1 + SNRg,b),

2As we will see below, this linear approximation will provide affine
expressions of the average rate, such that it can be written as A ln ρ + B,
where A and B are independent of ρ. Such affine approximations have been
shown to accurately represent the rate in several scenarios [34], [37].

3In the original single-stream error-free scenario, this approach is indeed
optimal under the assumption of uncoded cache placement [29].

4This follows from the result by Tuncel in [38] on the transmission with
side information. We refer to [28] for more details. Some previous works on
coded caching also considered Tuncel’s coding idea, cf. [25], [26], [39], [40].



since the users are served sequentially within a group. Then, the
transmission stage ends when all user groups have decoded their
intended subfiles. Thus, the (affine-approximated) achievable
rate in a given transmission stage takes the form (cf. [27], [28])

RG , |G|min
g∈G

{
1

B

∑B

b=1
ln (SNRg,b)

}
nats/s/Hz, (3)

where the factor |G| = Λγ + 1 is due to the fact that the
transmitter simultaneously serves a set of |G| users.

III. MN SCHEME IN THE SINGLE-CELL SCENARIO

We first derive the affine-approximated average rate of TDM.
We then provide a tight lower bound on the affine-approximated
MN rate and a corresponding bound on the approximated MN
effective gain.5 We quickly recall that the affine-approximated
rate is simply the sought average rate after substituting ln(1 +
SNRk) by ln SNRk.

Lemma 1: The affine-approximated rate for TDM is

R̃TDM = ln ρ− ξ +
η

2
− ηD

2
2 lnD2 −D2

1 lnD1

D2
2 −D2

1

(4)

where ξ = 0.5772 . . . is the Euler-Mascheroni constant.
Proof: The affine-approximated average rate can be written as

R̃TDM = Er
{
Eh|r

{
ln
(
ρr−ηk |hk|

2
)}}

, (5)

where ρr−ηk is naturally constant with respect to the inner
expectation, and where |hk|2 follows a unit-mean exponential
distribution. It then follows that

R̃TDM
(a)
= Er

{
ln(ρr−ηk )− ξ

}
= ln ρ− ξ − ηEr{ln rk}, (6)

where(a)holds because, for any X drawn from a unit-mean ex-
ponential distribution, – ln(X) follows a standard Gumbel distri-
bution, whose mean equals ξ [34]. We then obtain (4) from (6)
by deriving Er{ln rk} from the PDF of rk in (2). �

We present a lower bound on the affine approximation of
the MN scheme in the following lemma, which is derived by
means of Jensen’s inequality. As we will see in Section V, this
simple bound offers a tight approximation of the actual rate.

Lemma 2: The affine-approximated average rate of the MN
scheme is lower bounded by

R̃MN ≥ |G| ln ρ− |G|
[

ln

(
2|G|(Dη+2

2 −Dη+2
1 )

(η + 2)(D2
2 −D2

1)

)
+ξ

]
. (7)

Proof: Since the expression of the average rate of the MN
scheme coincides with the one of the ACC scheme for B = 1
(i.e., with dedicated caches) [27], it follows from (3) that

R̃MN = |G| ln ρ+ |G|Eh,r
{

ln
(

mink∈G
{
|hk|2r−ηk

} )}
, (8)

where we have applied the approximation ln(1+x)≈ lnx. Since
|hk|2r−ηk follows an exponential distribution with mean r−ηk
for a fixed location realization, mink∈G

{
|hk|2r−ηk

}
follows

an exponential distribution with mean 1/
(∑

k∈G r
η
k

)
. Hence,

applying the same step as for (a) in (6), the expectation of
ln
(
mink∈G

{
|hk|2r−ηk

})
conditioned on the user locations is

Eh|r
{

ln
(

min
k∈G

{
|hk|2r−ηk

})}
= − ln

(∑
k∈G

rηk

)
− ξ. (9)

5In a small deviation of notation, and only for this section, we will use
SNRk , ∀k ∈ [K], to denote the SNR of User k in both TDM and MN schemes.

Since − lnx is a convex function over (0,∞), we can apply
Jensen’s inequality to obtain
Eh,r

{
ln
(

mink∈G
{
|hk|2r−ηk

} )}
= Er

{
− ln

(∑
k∈G

rηk

)}
− ξ

≥ − ln
(
|G|Er {rηk}

)
− ξ. (10)

Finally, we obtain (7) by using the PDF of rk to derive the
closed-form expression for Er{rηk} in (10). �

Let us now approximate the effective coded caching gain
of the MN scheme (which was introduced in Definition 2)
by the ratio G̃MN of the corresponding average-rate affine
approximations. The following is direct from Lemmas 1 and 2.

Corollary 1: The approximate effective coded caching gain
for the MN scheme is bounded as

G̃MN ≥
|G| ln ρ− |G|

[
ln
(

2|G|(Dη+2
2 −Dη+2

1 )

(η+2)(D2
2−D2

1)

)
+ξ
]

ln ρ− ξ + η
2 − η

D2
2 lnD2−D2

1 lnD1

D2
2−D2

1

. (11)

In the above, the approximation steps only include the use
of Jensen’s inequality and the use of the basic approximation
on capacity. Consequently, as we will show, the above results
offer a very accurate evaluation of the actual performance.

IV. ACC SCHEME IN THE SINGLE-CELL SCENARIO

In this section, we first derive the analytical expression for
the affine-approximated average rate of the ACC scheme. Then,
we provide a large-B approximation that precisely characterizes
the actual performance even if B is as low as 2.

A. Affine-Approximated Average Rate
Before presenting the lemma describing the performance of

the ACC scheme, let us introduce the notation  ,
√
−1 and

let ={·} denote the imaginary part of a complex number.
Lemma 3: The affine-approximated average rate of the ACC

scheme is given by the expression in (12) at the top of next page,
where Γ(·) denotes the Gamma function [41] and |G| = Λγ+1.
Proof: From (3), we can write that

R̃ACC = |G|ln ρ+
|G|
B

Eh,r
{

min
g∈G

{ B∑
b=1

ln
(
|hg,b|2r−ηg,b

)}}
. (13)

For Xg,b = ln
(
|hg,b|2r−ηg,b

)
, the characteristic function (CF)

CFXg,b(t) = Eh,r{exp(tXg,b)} can be shown to be

CFXg,b(t) = Eh
{(
|hg,b|2

)t}Er {r−ηtg,b

}
. (14)

By substituting the PDFs of |hg,b|2 and rg,b into (14), we have

CFXg,b(t) = Γ(1 + t)
2(D2−ηt

2 −D2−ηt
1 )

(ηt+ 2)(D2
2 −D2

1)
. (15)

Let us define Xg ,
∑B
b=1Xg,b. The CF of Xg takes the

form CFXg (t) =
∏B
b=1 CFXg,b(t). By using the Gil-Pelaez

Theorem [42], the CDF of Xg can be obtained as

FXg (x) =
1

2
− 1

π

∫ ∞
0

={exp(−tx)CFXg (t)}
t

dt

=
1

2
− 1

π

∫ ∞
0

=
{

exp(−tx)

t

×

[
Γ(1 + t)

2(D2−ηt
2 −D2−ηt

1 )

(ηt+ 2)(D2
2 −D2

1)

]B }
dt. (16)



R̃ACC = |G| ln ρ− |G|
B

∞∫
0

1−

1

2
+

1

π

∞∫
0

=

exp(tx)

t

[
Γ(1 + t)

2(D2−ηt
2 −D2−ηt

1 )

(ηt+ 2)(D2
2 −D2

1)

]Bdt

|G| dx. (12)

Let X , ming∈G{Xg}. The CDF of X is

FX(x) = 1−P
(
min
g∈G
{Xg} > x

)
= 1−

(
1− FXg (x)

)|G|
. (17)

As Dη
1 � 1 and |hg,b|2 ∼ Exp(1), the probability that

ln(|hg,b|2r−ηg,b ) is bigger than zero is negligible,6 so we can
consider the variable X = ming∈G

{∑B
b=1 ln

(
|hg,b|2r−ηg,b

)}
to

be a non-positive random variable. Hence X ′ = −X satisfies

E{X ′}=

∫ ∞
0

FX(−x)dx=

∫ ∞
0

1−
(
1− FXg(−x)

)|G|
dx. (18)

Combining (13), (16) and (18), we obtain (12). �
Remark 1: (12) provides an affine approximation of the

rate, where |G| = Λγ + 1 in the first term defines the Degrees-
of-Freedom and it is equal for both MN and ACC schemes.
The second term, which does not depend on the transmit
power, defines the rate-offset in the affine approximation, and
it explains the improved performance of the ACC scheme. This
type of affine approximations have been considered at high-
SNR [34], but it will be shown later that, for this setting, it also
offers an accurate characterization at practical SNR ranges.

B. Large B Approximation

We derive now an approximation based on assuming a large
number of users, which is meant to simplify the previous
results. This assumption is well justified by current trends in
practical dense scenarios, where K is expected to be as large
as 800 in a dense urban Micro-cell setting, and up to 4000 in
a dense urban Macro-cell setting [32], [33]. Then, in addition
to the linear approximation on the capacity, we will also apply
the Central Limit Theory (CLT) after assuming that B is large.

Let us define Sg,b , ρ|hg,b|2r−ηg,b , and let µS and σ2
S denote

respectively the mean and the variance of ln(Sg,b). Furthermore,
let −H|G| denote the expectation of the minimum of |G| i.i.d.
Gaussian random variables with zero-mean and unit-variance.
From [28], we know that H|G| can be expressed as

H|G| =
−|G|√

2π

∫ +∞

−∞
x
(
Q(x)

)|G|−1
exp

(
−x

2

2

)
dy, (19)

where Q(·) denotes the well-known complementary CDF (or
tail distribution) of the standard Gaussian distribution.7

Lemma 4: For B → ∞, the affine-approximated average
rate of the ACC scheme satisfies that

R̃ACC ≈ |G|
(
µS −H|G|

√
σ2
S/B

)
, (20)

6The minimum distance between the base station and a user is generally
considered to be at least 10 meters [32], [43]. Even considering that all the users
were located in the inner border of the ring, the probability P

(
|hg,b|2r−ηg,b > 1

)
is as small as exp(−100) = 3.72 ∗ 10−44 (for η = 2).

7As discussed in [28], H|G| has a known and simple closed-form expression
for |G| ≤ 5, whereas we can closely approximate it for all the possible values
of |G| by using the Gauss-Hermite quadrature (GHQ), which provides an
accurate approximation even with a few summation terms.

where X ≈ Y denotes that X can be approximated by Y with
vanishing error as B→∞, and where µS and σ2

S are given by

µS = ln ρ− ξ +
η

2
− ηD

2
2 lnD2 −D2

1 lnD1

D2
2 −D2

1

, (21)

σ2
S =

π2

6
+
η2

4
− η2D

2
1D

2
2 (lnD2 − lnD1)

2

(D2
2 −D2

1)2
. (22)

Proof: Let N (µ, σ2) denote the Gaussian distribution of mean
µ and variance σ2. It is clear that the variables {Sg,b}g∈G,b∈[B]

are i.i.d. variables, and thus we can apply the CLT to get

1

B

B∑
b=1

ln
(
ρ|hg,b|2r−ηg,b

)
d.→ N

(
µS ,

σ2
S

B

)
, as B →∞, (23)

where d. stands for the convergence in distribution. Let Yg,
g ∈ G, be i.i.d. Gaussian random variables with zero mean and
unit variance. It then follows from (23) that (cf. [28, App. IV])

min
g∈G

1

B

B∑
b=1

ln
(
ρ|hg,b|2r−ηg,b

)
d.→ µS +

√
σ2
S

B
min
g∈G
{Yg}. (24)

By considering the definition of R̃ACC, (24) implies that

R̃ACC = Eh,r
{
|G|min

g∈G

{
1

B

∑B

b=1
ln (SNRg,b)

}}
(25)

→ |G|
(
µS +

√
σ2
S/B Eh,r

{
ming∈G{Yg}

})
(26)

as B → ∞, which together with the definition of −H|G|
yields (20). Note that µS , Eh,r{ln(ρ|hg,b|2r−ηg,b )} is equiva-
lent to R̃TDM (cf. (5)) and thus (21) follows from (4). For σ2

S ,
it holds that

σ2
S = Var

{
ln ρ+ ln

(
|hg,b|2r−ηg,b

)}
=Var

{
ln
(
|hg,b|2r−ηg,b

)}
= Var

{
ln
(
|hg,b|2

)}
+ η2Var {ln rg,b} . (27)

We can then derive Var
{

ln
(
|hg,b|2

)}
and Var {ln rg,b} in (27)

from the PDFs of |hg,b|2 and rg,b, which yields (22). �
Lemma 4 and the definition of µS directly yield the next

corollary, which approximates the effective coded caching
gain of the ACC scheme by the ratio G̃ACC of the affine-
approximated average rates of the ACC scheme and TDM.

Corollary 2: The approximate effective coded caching gain
of the ACC scheme takes the form

G̃ACC ≈
|G|
µS

(
µS −H|G|

√
σ2
S/B

)
, for B →∞, (28)

where µS is given by (21) and σ2
S by (22).

Note that the ACC scheme can be extended to the case where
Λ does not divide K with minor impact in the performance,
and such performance will converge to the result in (28) as
K
Λ →∞. Due to the page limitation, we omit this extension.
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Fig. 1: Performance in a dense urban Micro-Cell, for the case
K = 800, γ = 5%, and Λ = 80 (edge SNR: 15→ 35dB).
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Fig. 2: Performance in a dense urban Macro-Cell for the case
K = 2000, γ = 5%, and Λ = 80 (edge SNR: 7→ 35dB).

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We validate our analytical results through Monte-Carlo
simulations for two of the main scenarios proposed by 3GPP:
the dense urban Micro-cell setting and the dense urban Macro-
cell setting. In accordance to 5G standards [35], [43], we
consider fGHz = 3.5 GHz, Bw = 20 MHz, N0 = −174 dbm

Hz ,
and Nf =Lc=10 dB; following the 3GPP proposition in [35],
we consider βf (dB) = 32.4 + 20 log10 fGHz and η = 2.1 for
the Micro-cell scenario, and βf (dB) = 28+20 log10 fGHz and
η = 2.2 for the Macro-cell scenario. Following the guidelines
in [32], [43] for cell sizes, and recalling that users are located
in a ring around the transmitter, we consider a distance range
of [D1 = 10, D2 = 100] meters in the Micro-cell setting and
of [D1 = 35, D2 = 300] meters in the Macro-cell setting.

Regarding the SNR operation range, we note the following:
In the Macro-cell setting, a power level of Pt = 20 dBm entails
an average SNR at the users on the cell edge (D2 = 300) of
7 dB, while Pt = 50 dBm corresponds to 35 dB of SNR at the
edge users. Typical values of transmit power are commonly
considered to be Pt = 33 dBm and Pt = 40 dBm for Micro-
cell and Macro-cell, respectively [32], [35]. We have broadened
the range of power values to provide a wider perspective.

Following [32], [33], we consider K = 800 in the Micro-
cell case and K = 2000 in the Macro-cell case. We plot
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Fig. 3: Performance in Macro-Cell setting with γ = 10% and
Pt=40 dBm. H|G| is computed through GHQ with 10 terms.

in Figs. 1–2 the results from Lemmas 1–3 (dashed lines
with markers), and validate these by also presenting the
corresponding exact performance computed from Monte-Carlo
simulations (solid lines) in Figs. 1–2. As we can see, the high-
SNR analysis closely characterizes the realistic dense Micro-
cell and Macro-cell settings for practical Pt values. The ACC
scheme considerably outperforms the MN scheme, recovering
most of the distance to the (ideal) nominal gain. Indeed, the
robustness of the ACC scheme with respect to low Pt values
is made clear as the performance boost over MN increases
as Pt decreases. The ACC gain approaches the nominal gain
(Λγ + 1) much earlier, in terms of SNR, than the MN scheme.

In Fig. 3, we plot the average rate and effective gain
versus the number of users per cache state (B) for the dense
urban Macro-cell scenario. Although the rate approximation
in Lemma 4 is based on the assumption of large B, Fig. 3
(left) shows that the approximation is very accurate even when
B is as low as B = 2. As expected, the ACC effective gain
increases as B increases, since B offers a spatial averaging
effect. Finally, Fig. 3 (right) shows that the performance gap
between the ACC and MN schemes is proportional to Λ.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This work analyzes the ergodic single-cell cache-aided
setting under the assumption of limited number of cache states,
which comes along with the unavoidable subpacketization
constraint. We provide simple and accurate expressions for the
performance of the MN and ACC schemes in realistic scenarios.
Unlike previous analysis, which used low-SNR approximations,
we consider here a high-SNR approach that nevertheless
manages to tightly quantify a bottleneck that is associated
to low or moderate SNR. With its substantial gains, the ACC
scheme can overcome the very damaging near-far bottleneck
that was known to severely diminish caching gains in cellular
downlink transmissions. Indeed, in a scenario where the edge-
cell users would normally diminish the general performance
of XOR-based coded multicasting, the ACC scheme yields a
spatial-averaging effect across users that share the same cache
state. In the end, this result helps to further solidify the role that
coded caching can play in various demanding wireless settings.
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